
What do our community-based organizations and stakeholders need from LAEDC & the
HRTC to be effective in its outreach & engagement efforts ?

HRTC Members Jamboard
1. Detailed messaging as to what goals we're working towards & concrete next steps
2. Clear goals & mission of HRTC.
3. In language for all tools & collateral & communications
4. Clear messaging tools/collateral that we can use for emails, listservs, social media,

powerpoint presentations
5. Use of translation equipment
6. Provide outreach & engagement techniques and training
7. Resources for translation, speakers, etc. when doing convening
8. Material that is accessible (language and reading level) for community members.
9. Technical Resources Program that assists in the process to implement any LAEDC

related project.
10. A seamless way for organizations to apply for any LAEDC related work.

Outreach & Engagement Committee Jamboard
1. Timeline of phases of different steps, including, but not limited to, outreach,

engagement, review, initial decision making, and feedback on the preliminary
decisions.

2. A bullet list of the total engagement process.
3. Partners need to be able to accurately frame the process and explain how the

outcome may become different with more community engagement.
4. Clarity of how each voice will roll up to the tables
5. Know how our ideas end up in the plan
6. Systems to capture information
7. Clearly identified touch points for community members.
8. Need funding from LAEDC to pay stipends for families for childcare who attend

outreach meetings
9. Standardized queries that can be aggregated
10. Clearly articulate goals and requests for needed input and actions with deadlines and

examples.
11. Transparency in steering committee review of information received
12. Main Point of Contact, FAQ on the website, Technical Assistance
13. Capacity-Building opportunities (e.g., trainings, workshops) to learn the process
14. A better understanding of potential outcomes from the CERF process.
15. Support from LAEDC for community presentations.
16. Be able to understand why we are doing it and how this will fit into the overall project

goal


